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Chapter 1 : Famous Five Statues (Calgary) - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripA
1. Five On a Treasure Island () The very first Famous Five adventure featuring Julian, Dick, Anne, and tomboy George
along with her beloved dog, Timmy.

The series was produced by Don Leaver and James Gatward. Most of the outdoor filming was done in the
New Forest and parts of Dorset and Devon. A four-disc DVD collection, containing 23 of the 26 episodes
produced for the series and two episodes from the series was released in region 4 Australia and New Zealand
in The box and disc art identify it as a release of the series. The distributor had licensed the series, but due to
an administrative glitch was supplied with master tapes and artwork for the series. The error was corrected in a
later release. A seven-DVD set containing the entire series and extensive bonus material was released in
October in Germany by Koch Media; although there was an option to choose either the original English or
German dubbed versions, the English version had non-removable German subtitles across the bottom of the
screen on every episode. The Finnish punk band Widows of Helsinki made three different cover versions of
the theme song, the first in early , as did the Irish indie outfit Fleur, in Unlike the previous TV series, this set
the stories in the s, around when they were written. It dramatised all the original books. Of the juvenile actors
the best known is probably Jemima Rooper , who played George. In this series, because of the slang meaning
of the word fanny , Aunt Fanny, played by Mary Waterhouse, was known as Aunt Frances. In some but not all
recent reprints of the book, the character has been re-christened Aunt Franny. The series was released in its
entirety on VHS video[ citation needed ]. A three-disc DVD collection, containing 13 of the 26 episodes of the
series, was released in Australia and New Zealand in ,[ citation needed ] and is marked "Revised Edition" to
avoid confusion with the previous release of the series with artwork. On the Case[ edit ] Main article: On the
Case is set in modern times and features the children of the original Famous Five: The new series was first
announced in , and is a co-production of Chorion which currently owns all Famous Five rights and Marathon ,
in association with France 3 and The Disney Channel. Disney confirmed their involvement in December
Audio dramas[ edit ] Hodder Headline produced in the late s audio dramas in English, which were published
on audio cassette and CD. All 21 episodes of the original books were dramatised. The speakers were the
German dubbing artists for Gallagher, Thanisch, Russell and Harris, the leads of the first television series. For
the sequels not written by Blyton and decidedly more "modern" action-oriented stories the speakers were
replaced by younger ones, because it was felt that they sounded too mature. They are based on the original
characters, but written by various German writers. These books involve reading small sections of print and
being given two or more options to follow, with a different page number for each option. The first series of
these, written by Stephen Thraves, featured stories loosely based on the original books. They were issued in
plastic wallets with accessories such as maps, dice and codebooks. The gamebooks were titled as follows: The
books in this series were based on the first six original Famous Five books: The Famous Five and You
Underground! Video games[ edit ] In an interactive fiction computer game based on the first of the books,
Five on a Treasure Island, was released. He originally started coding the game on the ZX Spectrum using his
own "worldscape" technique. Most of comic books in the series are based on Famous Five books created by
Claude Voilier. Books were released by Hachette Livre. The first three of these volumes have also been
released in English, under the name Famous Five. Each issue published a full length illustrative comic book
story adapted from Famous 5 Novels. The series came to end in the s. Parodies[ edit ] The Five inspired the
Comic Strip parody Five Go Mad in Dorset and its sequel Five Go Mad on Mescalin, in which the characters
express sympathies with Nazi Germany and opposition to the Welfare State , homosexuals, immigrants and
Jews, in an extremely broad parody not so much of Blyton but of wider perceived s prejudices. Unlike the
books, the four children in the Comic Strip parody are all siblings, and none is the child of Aunt Fanny and
Uncle Quentin. The series was revived in with Five Go to Rehab, with the original cast reprising their roles,
now well into middle-age. In a reversal, George had married a series of wealthy men whom she cuckolded
with, among others, one of her stepsons her continuing penchant for bestiality with the latest Timmy is also
implied ; whereas Anne has become a strongly opinionated vegan spinster and is suspected by Dick of being a
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"dyke" â€” an accusation made against George by Toby in the original Five Go Mad in Dorset. Robbie
Coltrane reprised both of his roles. Amidst a plethora of deliberate misspellings, he lists no fewer than ten
members of the Five, not counting a dog named Cragesmure. A man warns them off Woenow Abbey and they
subdue and question him. The story, like many other stories in this nonsense volume, stops there. The parody
was based on the first book Five on a Treasure Island. A story in The Guardian also parodies the Famous Five.
It argues that Anne, Dick, George and Julian are caricatures rather than characters, portraying Anne as having
no life outside of domestic labour. It highlights what the writer, Lucy Mangan , considers to be the power
struggle between Dick, George and Julian while Anne is sidelined. British comedian John Finnemore did a
radio sketch in which Julian and George run into each other as adults and reminisce. It is revealed that Julian
has gone on to a career as a smuggler and regularly has to deal with copycat groups of children trying to
thwart his plans. George is a happily married mother, Dick has gone to live in a commune in America, and
Anne has just been released from prison having murdered a man with a ginger beer bottle. Julian has become a
successful stockbroker, Dick is a well-meaning but inept and overweight policeman, Anne is a worrisome
housewife, and George is a feminist community worker with her flatulent bulldog Gary in tow. Adventures
then ensue, involving a host of other original characters.
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Chapter 2 : The Famous Five by Enid Blyton
This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

The inception of the Famous Five was born out of the mind of Enid Blyton, a British author and creator of a
series of books about the Famous Five. For decades, the Famous Five have come alive in the hearts and minds
of children everywhere beginning in when the first novel was written. The Fast Five delve into the iconic
adventures of active children of the era, taking their dog Timmy with them everywhere they go. Timmy
becomes as much of a developed character as the rest if the four children are. Although she only intended on
writing about half a dozen of books featuring her iconic characters, Blyton, geared by the popular demand of
the books, went on to author 21 novels featuring Julian, Dick, Anne, Georgina and of course Timmy. The
Famous Five are a close knit group; three of them, Julian, Dick, and Anne are siblings and have been close
since each of their births. The fourth child in the series is a rather untamable girl by the name of Georgina;
fixed with the personality of a tough tomboy and the desire to be called just George; Georgina is also the
cousin of the other three children. While they may be welded together as inseparable characters in the series,
each have their own unique qualities that make them interesting in their own right. Julian Of all the children,
the eldest and the most responsible is Julian. Julian also has a deep sense of compassion and kindness, that
vibrates from him and onto the rest of the characters in the series. As he is the eldest, Julian has had enough
experience to earn him the gift of cleverness and resourcefulness. Julian is also considered to be the leader of
the famous five; as such he is, as any other brother would be, very protective of his younger sister Anne. In ,
when the series began, Julian stated as being 12 years old. Dick Dick can be considered to be the funniest of
the five. He has a unique sense of humor but gets his kindness and compassionate nature from his older
brother Julian. Dick is stated as being 11 in the beginning of the series. As Julian is very protective of his
younger sister, Dick is also protective of Anne, but more caring than anything. He has soft spot in his heart for
her and does whatever he can to keep her happy and make her laugh when she gets upset throughout the series.
Dick gets one of his most memorable mentions in the novel Five on a Treasure Island, where he becomes the
hero of the story, using his cleverness and resourcefulness to save the group on an adventure. Georgina
Georgina is a classic tomboy. She is the iconic character that represents any girl that grows up in a rural area,
among boys as her cousins. Although she bears a beautiful name, Georgina prefers that everyone call her
George. Quentin, her father has a rather explosive temper which Georgina inherited. Georgina is the owner of
Timmy, the dog that often accompanies them on their adventures. She loves her dog very much, and is very
possessive and protective over him. Georgina prefers that everyone know that Timmy is her dog, rather than
just another member of the group. In many instances, the author of the series Enid Blyton confesses that this
character represents herself when she was a child. Anne And is the youngest sibling of Dick and Julian, she is
two years younger than Julian and one year younger than Dick. She is brave enough to go on these adventures,
but as the youngest, she often becomes more frightening than the rest when they encounter sticky situations.
When the series began, Anne was described as being 10 years old and unable to control what comes out of her
mouth. When it comes to organizing and planning adventures and even preparing lunches for the children,
Anne is the go-to person. While in many instances the adventures take place in caves, Anne happens to be
claustrophobic; this of course, was insinuated in the Smugglers Top book. Timmy loves to play with the
children and is most affectionate towards his owner Georgina. While Julian serves as the older protector of the
Famous Five, Timmy says as more of a physical guard for the children on their adventures. Although Timmy
is a loyal and a staple part of the series, Georgina is not actually allowed to have a dog. Therefore, Georgina
keeps the dog in the care of a fisher boy. But when they get together it turns into an exciting time for
everyone. The location is prime for the adventures the children run into. The majority of the homes the
children visit within the series happen to be very old and historical dwellings, that feature secret passages that
the children use to their wonder. Over the course of the series, other children also join the famous five on their
adventures. For some, including Sooty and Tinker, the children get along with them from the beginning. But
characters like Jo the Gypsy girl and Henrietta, who happens to be a tomboy just like Georgina, are often
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disliked during the beginning stages of the relationship. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to
haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds
out no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever
live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your
e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below.
Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels.
Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series.
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Chapter 3 : Hard-earned victory makes Kerryâ€™s famous five in a row all the sweeter | Irish Examiner
Enid Blyton Famous Five Series 21 Books Set (1 To 21) New RRP: Â£ ,Five on Treasure Island, Five Go Adventuring
Again, Five Run Away Together, Five Go to Smuggler's Top, Five Go Off in A Caravan, (Famous Five).

Share via Email Vernazza, one of the five stunning coastal towns in the Cinque Terre national park, Luguria,
north-east Italy. Alamy In the late afternoon, the small, medieval town of Vernazza, on the Italian Riviera, is
as perfect as Italy gets. With the daytrippers gone, the scene is impeccable, a Hollywood filmset, rolling every
gorgeous, romantic Italian cliche into one. Up in the hills, winegrowers tend to their vines. In the piazza,
flat-capped farmers, swept into corners by the last rays of sun, gather to talk and smoke. Pizza cooks over a
wood fire in a restaurant. The town florist bursts into spontaneous operatic song. A couple kiss on a street
corner. In late , the view from my seat on the seafront would have been very different: On 25 October a flash
rainstorm emptied itself over this little Ligurian coastal community, causing the main river to break its banks
and rediscover its natural course, straight through the middle of town. Raging from the hills that rise almost
vertically above the town, it brought with it a landslide of mud, vines and boulders that powered through every
house and business along the main street. Had it not been for an empty school bus creating a jam upstream,
buying the villagers an extra 10 minutes to escape, more would have perished. As it was, 13 people died in the
storms, three of them in Vernazza itself. The neighbouring town of Monterosso was also flooded, and other
parts of Liguria and Tuscany were affected. But it was Vernazza, the less showy little sister of glamorous
Portofino, 50 miles up the coast, that bore the brunt. The town is finally recovering from its ordeal. The
houses, built in the classic tall, thin palazzata have been repaired, businesses have reopened, streets re-cobbled
and the chapel rebuilt. In the hills, vineyards and olive groves have been painstakingly replanted, dry-stone
walls remade, roads cleared, and barriers and nets installed to protect the town from further landslides.
Photograph Suzy Bennett Later this year, a project volunteered by British architect Richard Rogers is due to
start, and will include tree planting and further street repairs. I have come to walk them. Vernazza is one of
five small, pastel-hued towns that make up the Cinque Terre national park, a Unesco world heritage site near
La Spezia, halfway between Pisa and Genoa. The towns are strung along a mile stretch of rugged coastline,
and none is more than a two-hour walk from the other. A convenient train service links them, making this one
of the most accessible walking regions in Europe. And with road access limited, each town is gloriously
car-free. I opt to hike the three main routes from Vernazza: The author of a popular hiking guide to the area,
his knowledge of the history, architecture and wildlife of the area is encyclopaedic. He tells me how his
bookings dried up following the disaster, with many big travel firms cancelling their tours, but should pick up
again now the paths are open. Suzy Bennett Now, if you think the trails sound easy, think again. Each begins
with a long climb up dozens upon dozens of steep stone steps; a hiking holiday here will do wonders for your
bottom, though not for your knees. Inland are steeply terraced vineyards that are still farmed by traditional
means, the only modern addition being monorails used to haul baskets of grapes down to cellars. Ahead of us
winds the graceful footpath, decorated with cherry blossom, iris, lilies, violets and poppies, and flanked by
dry-stone walls that are garlanded in wisteria, jasmine and valerian. In the far distance, a new village always
beckons, its lofty, colourful buildings leaning drunkenly on each other, its narrow alleyways â€” caruggi â€”
promising cool breezes and a respite from the midday sun. The trails are a wild and natural larder, where fruit
and herbs flourish with abandon. Hilltop haven â€¦ the quiet village of Corniglia in the distance. Fences are
lined with padlocks, left by couples to symbolize their everlasting love ; the keys are thrown into the sea. A
bench in the church garden proves the perfect place to soak up the sounds of Vernazza echoing around the
valley: By the end of my stay, I have explored all five Cinque Terre towns. Quiet Corniglia, huddled on a
hilltop, nears the top of the list. Manarola, which seems to lean into the sea, makes for great photographs. But,
in the end, it is beautiful, brave Vernazza that steals my heart. Cinque Terre national park provided guiding:
Other guides can be booked through the park, which runs regular free hiking and historical tours from April to
September. Check website for details. More information and walk details from parconazionale5terre. All our
journalism is independent and is in no way influenced by any advertiser or commercial initiative. The links are
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powered by Skimlinks. By clicking on an affiliate link, you accept that Skimlinks cookies will be set.
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Chapter 4 : Five on a Treasure Island (Famous Five, #1) by Enid Blyton
Overall, if you love Enid Blyton and love the Famous Five, I think you will like/love this. 10/10 Bethany Cox. 8 of 8 people
found this review helpful.

Page 15 This category is for questions and answers related to Famous Five, as asked by users of FunTrivia. A
team of editors takes feedback from our visitors to keep trivia as up to date and as accurate as possible.
Related quizzes can be found here: Famous Five Quizzes There are questions on this topic. Last updated Nov
09 Famous Five click to play it. Question by author pablokazi. The Harries The twins lived on Finniston farm.
They thought that they should look alike, as they were twins, though one was a girl and the other a boy, so the
girl, Harriet, cut her hair short like Henry and they called themselves Harries. Question by author quizzer
Allburg Lou is a professional acrobat. Nobby tells the children that he can climb anything - up trees,
drainpipes and can even dance on a tightrope. He orders the children out of the circus camp and gets extremely
angry with them all! Five Go To Billycock Hill click to play it. Question by author HangSeller. Ropes were
used to mark the allowed passages. At the entrance to the caves, a sign warned people to stay inside the roped
ways, because they could easily get lost down the unroped tunnels. Enid Blyton - "Five on a Treasure Island"
click to play it. Question by author Samuel By a great storm When the children are on the island a great storm
throws the wreck up. Luckily it is on the other side of the island. Five on a Secret Trail! They were sitting
quitely as mice high up in the branches of the trees. Question by author rfcneil. She has a soft spot for Dick
despite the fact that he once punched her. Five on a Treasure Island click to play it. Question by author
roseredgal. Oak Oak was used in many ships as it was strong, reliable and durable. Question by author bikoz.
Question by author laura FunTrivia is a collaborative community effort, where we are constantly updating
questions to keep them accurate. If you find an error, click through to the quiz link under the stated answer and
then click "Report error" at the bottom of that page.
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Chapter 5 : The Famous Five (novel series) - Wikipedia
The inception of the Famous Five was born out of the mind of Enid Blyton, a British author and creator of a series of
books about the Famous Five. For decades, the Famous Five have come alive in the hearts and minds of children
everywhere beginning in when the first novel was written.

Follow cormicaneoghan Kerry - Galway Thirty games unbeaten. A first-ever five-in-a-row at minor level. For
Kerry, there was history made at Croke Park yesterday. For the group of players who made that so, there was
the perfect satisfaction at having reached the heights scaled by the four teams who came before them. For him,
this was the sweetest of the lot. The four-point winning margin, the same as the triumph over Donegal, was the
smallest of this collection of five All-Irelands. That was exactly the scenario they faced 26 minutes into this
contest. Galway, despite being to in arrears after 10 minutes, thundered into proceedings in the subsequent
quarter of an hour. The half-back line of Ryan Monahan, Tony Gill and Cathal Sweeney, as they have done all
summer, tore forward at every opportunity, with midfielder Conor Raftery equally effective when arriving into
the scoring zone. It left Galway to ahead and seemingly in control. Cork and Monaghan may have asked
questions of the Kingdom in the Munster and All-Ireland semi-finals respectively, but not to this extent. This
was an entirely different equation for the Kerry youngsters to try and solve. Indeed, with the supply of ball
inside having reduced to a trickle, the Kerry management was forced to bring top-scorer Paul Walsh away
from the Galway danger area and try and involve him further out. Killian Falvey ended their minute wait for a
point and of the four remaining scores tallied in the opening half, three were kicked by a teenager wearing
green and gold. Michael Lenihan, Walsh free , Dylan Geaney and a huge Darragh Rahilly kick edged the
Munster champions into a to advantage. From there to the 59th minute, this contest was level four times.
Kerry, though, were slowly turning the screw. The maroon half-back line was no longer being allowed charge
forward, Kerry now feasting under the Galway restart. No more than the end of the first-half, Kerry produced
one sizeable burst for the line. In a flash, the game had gone from Galway. Seven minutes of injury-time was
allotted. No use it was to Galway. The drive for five complete. Stand by for seven in a row but Dubs are still
good for the game News Daily Headlines Receive our lunchtime briefing straight to your inbox Related
Articles.
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Chapter 6 : The Famous Five (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
Famous Five (German: FÃ¼nf Freunde) is a German children's calendrierdelascience.comed by Mike Marzuk, it is a film
adaptation of The Famous Five by Enid Blyton, which is based primarily on volume Five on Kirrin Island Again.

Julian puts Anne in mind of not calling Georgina "Georgina" but "George". A woman in a car arrives and
introduces herself as Mrs. Miller, the neighbour of the Kirrins, and she takes the children to their destination.
Whilst that George is hitting a punching bag, when her mother tells her to be friendly to their upcoming
guests. When the three siblings arrive together with Mrs. Miller, Uncle Quentin is packing, because he plans
to stay the next days on Kirrin Island "Felseninsel" where he wants to concentrate on his research work. At the
welcome scene Anne calls her cousin accidentally "Georgina" but corrects herself immediately. Around a
corner of the house a man is secretly taking pictures of Uncle Quentin. Chapter 2 Here you live George loathly
shows the three the house and their room. George spends the evening alone by the sea where she meets
Timmy. Julian and George are having a cycling contest, which Julian almost wins but is tricked by George.
Again Uncle Quentin is secretly photographed by a man. Julian, Dick and Anne try to find the Teufelsfelsen
on their own. Chapter 3 Saving Timmy Valeria Eisenbart plays George Filmdog Coffey plays Timmy Finally
they find the Teufelsfelsen and enter a cave regardless of a sign saying "stay out, dangerous", because they
hear the barking of a dog from inside. Julian almost falls into a hole, where they spot Timmy the Dog at the
bottom of it. With their jackets and a rope they let down Julian in the hole and pull up Timmy. Then Dick and
Anne try to pull up Julian, but are unable to hold the rope. They nearly drop him the second time when George
comes up and together they pull Julian out of the hole. George realises that the three saved Timmy and she
thanks them. Chapter 4 The voice in the cave Together they examine the cave and find a radio transmitter with
a voice distortion device. They run to call the police. Dick writes down the frequency of the radio on a piece of
paper he found next to it. At the local police station they finally convince PC Peters, who is already quite
comfortable on this Friday afternoon, to come with them to the cave. Back to the cave his assistant PC Hansen
has already blocked the area with lots of barrier tape "police line, do not cross". Inside the cave the radio is
gone and there is no evidence left that there ever was one. The children are taken back to Aunt Fanny and get a
fine for illegally entering the cave. George is blamed by her mother, but the others tell her that they did this
together. Chapter 5 Blip George is upset and tries to convince her mother that Uncle Quentin might be in
danger. Then they see the blip from Kirrin Island, telling them that everything is OK. He is developing a
technique to produce electricity with plants. He seems to be quite save on Kirrin Island, for the island is
surrounded by dangerous rocks, where only he knows the way through them. George never was on Kirrin
Island. The friends decide to unmask the unknown persons called the "alphas" threatening Uncle Quentin. The
next morning they sneak out of the house and want to go to the cave looking for clues. On the way to the cave
Anne notices a man, who installs a video camera in the dunes to spy on Kirrin Island. It is the man, who
formerly took pictures of Uncle Quentin. They follow the man to a hotel, where he has rented a room. Quirin
Oettl plays Julian Chapter 6 False alarm The friends try to figure out how to get into the room of the suspect
and examine it. They cause a false fire alarm getting everybody out of the hotel and then enter the room. They
find a lot of information that this man has about Uncle Quentin. Shortly after that the false alarm is ended and
now time is running short, because the man is coming back to his room. Chapter 7 Chase The man chases
them through the village and along the beach on a bike. They finally hide at the couple that Julian, Dick and
Anne have met on their first way to the cave near the beach. This couple tells them that they are bird watchers
looking for a puffin. After that George takes the others to their secret place, an abandoned shipwreck, that she
has equipped all on her own. Suddenly the man who has hunted them appears. He introduces himself as Peter
Turner, an agent from a European secret service. After passing several tests the Five trust him, believing that
he only wants to help Uncle Quentin. Chapter 8 With the secret agent We learn that the secret service does not
know who is after Uncle Quentin and his work, but Uncle Quentin refuses to receive help from the secret
service. The children are told to keep their eyes open but not to interfere. The agent then examines the cave on
his own. The friends are recapitulating the information that have by now. Dick shows the piece of paper he
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picked up in the cave and George finds out, that there is an imprint of a signature on it and she makes it
readable. They call agent Turner, who tries to answer the call, but is being knocked out by an unknown person
at that very moment. The friends are unaware of that and conclude to find out the author of that signature by
their own, because that must be one of the villains. By the way she learns from the policemen that the bird
watchers want to visit Kirrin Island. With that information and not having found any matching signatures by
now the friends now concentrate on the bird watchers and find out, that they have a hovercraft, which could
bring them to Kirrin Island in spite of the dangerous rocks. The bird watchers act quite suspicious and they
also have a pocketbook with them, that the children have formerly seen in the cave. Chapter 10 The lab on the
island On the island Uncle Quentin is working on his invention, almost forgetting to send the blip to George.
By now the friends are sure, that the bird watchers are the villains. They plan to sabotage the hovercraft to
prevent them to get to Kirrin Island. While George and Anne are distracting the bird watchers Julian and Dick
get on the hovercraft. Chapter 11 on the hovercraft Accidentally Julian and Dick start the hovercraft and speed
through the harbour bay unable to get it under control. They finally crash into some pile of junk on the mole
destroying the hovercraft and the equipment on it. They want the police to arrest the pretending bird watchers
and try to prove that they are fake. But it emerges that they are real bird watchers and not the villains. Chapter
12 The children are in danger Aunt Fanny is horrified when she hears from the policemen what the children
have done. The friends are helpless and confused, because everything seemed so obvious. Julian gets a call
from his father who wants them to come home immediately. George wants them to stay and help her. Julian
accuses her, that it was her idea to sabotage the hovercraft, what got them into that big trouble, and George
runs out of the room seeming to end the friendship with Julian, Dick and Anne. Back in her shipwreck she
takes the fine order, which she got for illegally entering the cave, out of her pocket. She takes a look at the
signature and learns that it matches to the so far unidentified signature on the piece of paper Dick found in the
cave. As PC Hansen has signed the fine order it is now clear, that he must be one of the villains. Neele Marie
Nickel plays Anne Chapter 13 Back home The next morning the three siblings sadly start their journey back
home with Mrs. Miller bringing them to the bus station in her car. She follows him into a tunnel that leads
under the sea and directly to Kirrin Island. George is arrested in a cell under the lab and Timmy runs away.
We learn that Agent Turner is also jailed by Peters and Hansen and that the two policemen have set the friends
on a wrong track so that they suspected the bird watchers. Whilst that Julian, Dick and Anne enter the bus
bringing them home. Timmy runs through the tunnel back to the onshore and after the bus. The three finally
see him, stop the bus and realise that George is in danger. They follow Timmy through the tunnel and back on
the island. Chapter 15 Timmy comes to aid In the lab Uncle Quentin has finished his work. Peters and Hansen
force him to copy all the data from his computer on their portable hard disk. PC Hansen wants to arrest
Timmy as well but is overwhelmed by the Five. They try to rescue Agent Turner but fail. They put him in the
cell together with Hansen. The Five then try to rescue Uncle Quentin who is tethered to his chair. Whilst that
Peters and Hansen manage to escape from their prison cell, but can be held captured under a trap door with the
Five all together sitting on top of it. Miller appears on the island and we learn, that she is the head of the
villains. She activates the bomb to detonate in 5 minutes and brings the Five back to the prison cell. With the
help of Agent Turner they figure out, that the red wire has to be cut through. Just before Dick is doing so
Turner mentions, that it also might be the black wire â€” if there is one. Chapter 18 The black wire In the
literally last second Dick finds the black wire and cuts it through saving all of them from being blown up. The
villains are brought to prison by Agent Turner. He promises that the secret service will compensate the bird
watchers for the destroyed hovercraft and the equipment. The Five promise to show them a way to the island
so they can watch the puffins. Chapter 19 End credits Background[ edit ] Most parts of the movie were filmed
in Schleswig , Germany, in summer
Chapter 7 : Famous Five (film) - Wikipedia
The Famous Five is a series of children's adventure novels written by English author Enid calendrierdelascience.com
first book, Five on a Treasure Island, was published in The novels feature the adventures of a group of young children -
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Julian, Dick, Anne and Georgina (George) - and their dog Timmy.

Chapter 8 : Enid Blyton - Lashings of Information about the Children's Author
The Famous Five. The Famous Five are a group of children who have the sort of adventures most kids dream about, in
a world where ginger beer flows and ham rolls are a staple diet.

Chapter 9 : Four Become Five Again (Part One) | The All New Famous 5
The Famous Five were childhood favorites and reading them to my kids brings back mixed memories. This book follows
the model for all the books, and has the kids back to Kirrin Island again.
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